WATCH YOUR BACK

“Rose's 580-page novel is an excellent example of how far-reaching and varied romance can be. The plot is complex, the characterization sound and the boundaries of the genre pushed. With its datelined and timelined scene headings, the book stands easily alongside modern thrillers, yet as in more conventional romances it is the hero and heroine — both broken, both strong and both deserving of a happy ending — who shine.”
- Sarah MacLean, THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Rose has a talent for mixing police procedural with romance that really shines in this novel. Fans of her work won't want to miss this one. I would also recommend it to anyone looking for an intriguing, lengthy suspense novel. It delivers on all fronts.”
- Maggie Boyd, ALL ABOUT ROMANCE – B+

“An intriguing, intricate plot, good pacing, strong suspense, cleverly crafted villains along with the vulnerable tough heroes make up this complex tale, and are all handled with a deftness of skill. Rose delivers big once again with this tension-thick thriller.”
- Melanie Bates, RT BOOK REVIEWS – ★★★★ 1/2

BROKEN SILENCE

“BROKEN SILENCE is a haunting, intriguing story. It is basically an epilogue to Daphne and Joseph's story from Did You Miss Me? (Romantic Suspense, #14); but for such a short story, Karen Rose wrote a satisfying and well-rounded novella.”
- Rachel Williams, FRESH FICTION

DID YOU MISS ME?

“When it comes to delivering suspenseful plots that are layered with enough surprises and complexities to blow your mind, Rose rises to the top of the list. The third outing in her outstanding Baltimore-based series brings back familiar faces from the previous books and confronts them with the kidnapping of the child of one of their own. Rose delivers twists and turns aplenty as a vengeful killer plots a diabolical series of events all in an effort to torment Daphne Montgomery. Utterly shiver-inducing!”
- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS – ★★★★ 1/2 Top Pick!

NO ONE LEFT TO TELL

“Baltimore is once again a hot spot for suspense as Rose provides a truly Byzantine tale of murder, blackmail and misdirection. This second book in Rose’s series turns the focus on State’s Attorney Grayson Smith and budding P.I. Paige Holden. The
compact timeline of this tale makes the pace fast and furious, but Rose's rich cast of characters and intricate plot layers give the story real punch. Hang on tight and remember to breathe!"
- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★½ Top Pick!

YOU BELONG TO ME

“When Baltimore medical examiner Lucy Trask finds herself at the center of a dizzying swirl of murders in Rose’s turn-off-your-cellphone-settle-in-for-the-night page-turner, Trask turns to super-hunk Det. J.D. Fitzpatrick for counsel and protection... But as bodies pile up in Trask's morgue, secrets are exposed in more ways than one. Rose (Silent Scream) doesn’t allow her luxurious characterizations to get in the way of a wicked good plot that grabs hold and maintains tension from beginning to end. (June)”
- PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, starred review

“Superbly talented Rose starts a new suspense series based in Baltimore and featuring homicide detectives, DAs, and prosecutors as the lead characters. Revenge is the name of the game in this truly sinister and twisted tale... Rose again demonstrates her gift for creating complicated plots populated with realistic and imperfect protagonists. You will want to make sure the lights are on while reading this one!”
- ROMANTIC TIMES - ★★★★½ Top Pick!

SILENT SCREAM

“Rose (I Can See You) packs action into every moment of four intense days... Thriller fans will love the high-adrenaline story and robust cast of intriguing supporting characters... Readers may never use an unsecured free Internet connection again.”
- PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY

“A high-octane thrill ride that kept me on the edge of my seat and up far too late at night!”
- Lisa Jackson, New York Times bestselling author of MALICE

I CAN SEE YOU

“Virtual reality meets bloody reality in bestseller Rose's spine-tingling 10th thriller... Eve Wilson (DON'T TELL) has begun researching a Web role-playing game, “Shadowland”... [when] she becomes a Hat Squad confidential informant. Rose keeps the action popping as the psycho claims more lives, hoping to add Eve to his list.”
- PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY
“Rose introduces her new Minneapolis law enforcement team with an intense procedural with a malevolent killer... Definitely one for your keeper shelf!”
- Jill Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★1/2 Top Pick!

“The liaison between Eve and Noah inevitably heats up, the body count rises, and the killer’s identity becomes clear, leading to a hair-raising climax.”
- BOOKLIST

“A great poignant work... Karen Rose is gaining a well-deserved reputation for great romantic suspense thrillers... With a strong cast, especially the heroine, Ms. Rose writes a terrific whodunit that provides a double edge spin to the Internet applauding the connection of the lonely one to the many but also warning these ones that predators in sheep clothing could be one of the many.”
-Harriet Klausner Reviews

**KILL FOR ME**

“Rose juggles a large cast, a huge body count, and a complex plot with terrifying ease.”
- PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY

“A page-turner from the get-go, this novel shows that palpable evil can wear an innocuous face. Without doubt, Rose is in the top echelon of suspense masters!”
- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★1/2

“Another spellbinder by Karen Rose... KILL FOR ME puts a finish to the Dutton, Georgia setting, I believe, but I hope for more stories centered on the GBI and some of the other good guys.”
- Jane Bowers, ROMANCE REVIEWS TODAY

“KILL FOR ME is a beautifully written, totally mesmerizing, dark and disturbing story of human trafficking, and shows how little life means to these flesh peddlers, especially when their once young and beautiful ‘assets’ depreciate. This is a superb book with an excellent narrative, quality characters, and timely sub-plots.”
- READER TO READER REVIEWS

“KILL FOR ME is an exhilarating thriller.”
- Harriet Klausner Reviews

“Rose has never disappointed with her books and this newest, KILL FOR ME, is her scariest and best book to date.”
- I LOVE A MYSTERY Newsletter
“Bestselling author Karen Rose hitches up her readers’ heart-rate and keeps them gasping for breath, racing for the ending they never see coming. I loved it, give me more!”
- SingleTitles.com

“Karen Rose is one of the best mystery/thriller writers out there. I could not wait to read this book... If you thought Simon was disturbed in the previous book – meet Bobby. Bobby gives Simon a run for his money. But is there a reason for that?? The shocking revelations will have you dropping your jaw in shock and turning the pages faster and faster to find out how it all comes to an end.”
- Lori's Reading Corner

“Once again Rose managed to write an intricately woven masterpiece of suspense and action.”
- The Book Binge

SCREAM FOR ME

“Intricately plotted... This chilling novel will leave Rose's fans breathlessly anticipating her next release.”
- Publisher's Weekly

“[A] terrifying follow-up to last year's DIE FOR ME. That evil can survive and flourish in a town is the horrifying premise. Intricate plotting and rich characterization ensure that the tension and thrill factor hit at gut level and never let go. Rose is a force to be reckoned with!”
- Jill M. Smith, RT Book Reviews - ★★★★ 1/2

“Karen Rose's ingenious plotting and magnificent protagonists lift this romantic thriller to the highest level of satisfaction for the reader who relishes this genre. Be warned, however, that once you start this bestseller, you probably won’t be able to put it down. This reviewer can’t wait for the next story in this series, KILL FOR ME.”
- Vickie Denney, Reader To Reader Reviews

“The writing in this one is excellent, the prose is perfect and Rose hits the intrigue right on the money. That the characters are interesting goes without saying. From start to finish, this is a compelling read and a dynamic thriller.”
- James Myers, TheEntertainmentCritic.com

“This book is like a roller coaster ride – fast-paced nail biting tension mingles with exhilaration, its twists and turns drawing readers inexorably to the final heart-stopping climax. The storyline is a complex maze of seemingly disconnected pieces,
and I guarantee that readers will be surprised by the eventual outcome. Nobody writes twisted villains like Ms. Rose.”
- Cindy, CK2S KWIPS AND KRITIQUES - ★★★★★

“From the first rousing chapter to the last, SCREAM FOR ME is intense, complex, and unforgettable.”
- James Patterson, internationally bestselling author

“Karen Rose writes blistering, high-octane suspense that never lets up. Before I could finish SCREAM FOR ME, I had to get up and make sure my doors were locked. Don’t miss it!”
- Karen Robards, New York Times bestselling author of SHATTERED

- Betina Krahn, New York Times bestselling author of THE MARRIAGE TEST

“Rose paints her characters with a flesh and blood brush, bringing life to their every word and gesture. SCREAM FOR ME has everything a great suspense novel should have: cold chills, hot thrills, and characters that come alive.”
- Allison Brennan, author of ORIGINAL SIN

**DIE FOR ME**

“No one does twisted killers better than the awe-inspiring Rose. Her ability to ratchet up the creepy factor within an exciting procedural thriller makes her tops in her field. The real trick, however, is balancing out a great villain with strong heroes and heroines, which is exactly the case in this fear-inducing novel.”
- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★1/2

“Complex, multi-layered... The underlying tension level in DIE FOR ME is high, but it’s balanced by the humanity of the good guys, by their friendships and caring. And also by the growing closeness between Sophie and Vito.”
- Jane Bowers, ROMANCE REVIEWS TODAY - “Perfect 10!”

**COUNT TO TEN**

“Rose cranks up the heat in more ways than one for recurring heroine Det. Mia Mitchell, last seen in YOU CAN’T HIDE, to deliver another winning romantic mystery thriller... Rose gives [her hero and heroine] plenty of room to develop as the tense procedural escalates. Emotional subplots, engaging secondary characters, and a string of red herrings will keep readers hooked.”
- PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY
“Guilt, retribution, and revenge are the terrifying ingredients that drive Rose’s remarkable new thriller. Many of the characters suffered childhood abuse, but it’s how they deal with it that makes this such fascinating reading. Rose does an outstanding job of making detective Mia Mitchell’s dogged determination to regain her investigative edge – which has been hampered by her own emotional trauma – complex and riveting. She is a force to be reckoned with!”
- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS – ★★★★1/2 Top Pick!

“Karen Rose’s COUNT TO TEN takes off like a house fire. There’s action and chills galore in this nonstop thriller.”
- Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling author of THE KEEPSAKE

“Count To Ten kept me up all night with the doors locked. Karen Rose writes hold-your-breath suspense.”
- Karen Robards, New York Times bestselling author of PURSUIT

YOU CAN’T HIDE

“Rose’s rise to the top of the romantic suspense genre has been swift, and for good reason. This is just the latest in a string of truly diabolical and chilling romantic thrillers. Densely plotted and with amazing twists, this novel is, in a word, riveting.”
- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★

“With YOU CAN’T HIDE, Karen Rose is quickly becoming an author that readers of romantic suspense should have on auto-buy.”
- JOYFULLY REVIEWED

“Suspense that truly captivates! Her believable characters and storyline delivers!”
-COFFEE TIME ROMANCE – Rating: 5 cups

“Complex suspense… with a perfectly choreographed romance… From plot development to character development, Karen Rose is without a doubt one of the best in the market, and YOU CAN’T HIDE is perhaps her very best novel to date. A gripping novel of suspense that will have the reader glued to the pages from beginning to end, YOU CAN’T HIDE is a must read for fans of the genre and an RRT Perfect 10, as well as being a contender for the best book of 2006.”
- Terrie Figueroa, ROMANCE REVIEWS TODAY – “Perfect 10!”

“If there’s one name synonymous with great romantic suspense it’s Karen Rose – she just keeps getting better and better. Not only has she devised another crackerjack and very involved plot in YOU CAN’T HIDE, she’s once again peopled her story with wonderfully real characters whose complicated lives grab the reader from the moment they step onstage. Rose also has a real knack for creating villains –
this antagonist’s single-minded quest to destroy Tess is smart and very chilling.
Rose goes the extra mile to explain motivation, making the villain that much more ‘human’ and at times even eliciting a certain amount of sympathy.”
- BOOKLOONS, “3-books-out-of-3”

“The intrigue behind this action-packed serial killer thriller is guessing the motive behind why the culprit seemingly wants to destroy the psychiatrist by taking out her patients, leaving clues pointing at the doctor’s failures. The relationship between Tess and Aidan is attractive... The story line is filled with several grisly suicides which takes the suspense-filled story line at times over the edge but fans of Karen Rose will not care just keep a calculator handy to keep score.”
- Harriet Klausner, THE BEST REVIEWS

“Karen Rose is one of those authors that takes it to the next level – more (of everything) is better, and complicated high body count thrillers are her specialty. Why have one bad guy when you can have several? Why have one horrible murder when you can write a plethora of gruesome endings? ... Rose manages to deliver the best of everything. Great characters, romance, murder, suspense, drama, heartache, thrills and chills with a dose of hot sex... Add the fact that some of my favorite people resurface for cameos, and voila, you’ve got a cool, romantic suspense read...
Plan on staying up late to finish this one.”
- Shannon Johnson, ROMANCE READER AT HEART

NOTHING TO FEAR

“In the pantheon of horrific killers, Sue Conway surely ranks near the top. This book is filled with heart-stopping suspense and graphic terror. Rose is making her mark on the suspense genre.”
- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★½ Top Pick!

“A pulse-pounding tale that has it all: suspense, action, and a very hunky private investigator.”
- COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE

“A caring women’s advocate heroine, a determined, gritty hero, and a diabolical villain drive the plot of Rose’s riveting story.”
- LIBRARY JOURNAL

“NOTHING TO FEAR is an absolute gem. If there were ten blue ribbons to give, that would be my rating for this book. It’s definitely earned a place on my keeper shelf, and I look forward to reading it again and again. This is what true romantic suspense is all about, and I thank Ms. Rose for such a wonderful read.”
- Jennifer Wardrip, ROMANCE JUNKIES – 5 Blue Ribbons
“An action packed thriller that never slows down until that final High Noon convergence in Chicago. The cast whether they are an innocent frightened young pawn in a family drama, his parents, cold blooded killers, a professional trained in Afghanistan to track people in hiding, or a woman’s shelter manager come across as real, especially their reactions towards the crisis... Tense chilling suspense that readers will appreciate from start to finish.”
- Harriet Klausner, THE BEST REVIEWS

“Chilling... Ms. Rose has created a villain that will make the reader shudder. AT the same time there are so many twists and turns you’ll be sitting on the edge of your chair... The romance between Ethan and Dana was realistic and... romantic. We meet up again with Caro and Max (DON’T TELL) and Detective Abe Regan (I’M WATCHING YOU) in this action packed read. If you are a fan of romantic suspense Ms. Rose is the author for you!”
- SUSPENSE ROMANCE WRITERS Newsletter

“Thoroughly entertaining, truly compelling, and irresistibly, completely gripping, this book is a thriller you cannot put down. The first few pages draw you into the story where every turn of the page grips you even tighter in your seat. Intense drama, electrifying in every sense of the word, kudos to Ms. Rose for an excellent book.”
- COFFEE TIME ROMANCE – Rating: 5 cups

“This is Rose’s fourth novel in just two years, and it is a highly polished and stylized read. She obviously has the chops to write exciting, edge of your seat suspense and her romance isn’t half-bad either. NOTHING TO FEAR clocks in at 500 pages, but doesn’t feel bloated in the least. Rose manages to keep her plot lean and mean, the suspense cranked up, and her characters jumping off the page to make this story one fascinating read. With authors like Rose forging ahead in romantic suspense it only further proves that the sub-genre isn’t going anywhere anytime soon.”
- THE ROMANCE READER - ★★★★★

I’M WATCHING YOU

“Karen Rose should be one of the first names on anyone’s favourite list. This author captures everything that is good, powerful and addicting about romantic suspense... I’M WATCHING YOU is another gloriously fantastic story on the list of this extremely talented romantic suspense author. It most definitely should not be missed!”
- Tracey West, THE ROAD TO ROMANCE

“Karen Rose has created a heart-stopping book that will keep readers on their toes... A warning, [I’M WATCHING YOU] contains material not for the weak at heart. Ms.
Rose has a style of writing that flows quickly and smoothly. She gives details that make you feel as though you are right there at the autopsy scenes and more. As the pictures are painted with words, Ms. Rose will leave you wanting more, yet appalled that the murders are being committed.

- Angie, LOVE ROMANCES

“Becoming a monster to eliminate monsters is the haunting new theme in this terrifying and gritty new thriller. With this terrific gut-wrenching tale, Rose is certain to gain a very large following.”

- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★ 1/2

“When I found out that Ms. Rose had a new read available, I ran out and picked it up right away. Ms. Rose is an author that does not disappoint... [Her characters] Abe and Kristin have wonderful chemistry and their relationship is not only steamy, but sweet as well. It is equally balanced with the murder plot which manages to offer enough twists and turns without being redundant or overblown so the reader is guaranteed a well-rounded read.”

- SUSPENSE ROMANCE WRITERS Newsletter – Overall Rating: 10

“This book will keep your interest right up to the very last page when you finally get the chance to figure out who the vigilante murderer is. However be warned once you start this particular book, you won’t be able to function in the real world until you’ve finished it... It takes a special author to blend just the perfect mix of suspense and romance when writing a romantic suspense novel. Rose’s combination was perfect. I was dying to get to the last page so I could find out who the killer was but on the other hand I couldn’t wait for each section of the book that dealt with the romance between Kristen and Abe.”

- Shelby, A ROMANCE REVIEW – 5 Roses

“Skillfully written romantic suspense with powerful energy and graphic details... This is a fantastic read!”

- Sabrina Marino, THE BEST REVIEWS

“Ms. Rose has penned a fantastic tale filled with suspense, romance and some very hair raising scenes, and I highly recommend I’M WATCHING YOU.”

- Catherine McHenry, ROMANCE REVIEWS TODAY – “Perfect 10!”

“Another stellar thriller... Rose’s strength lies in her characters... Their chemistry shines and carries I’M WATCHING YOU to a break-neck and satisfying conclusion”

- BOOKLOONS
HAVE YOU SEEN HER?

“Offering heart-racing thrills, both in the bedroom and the forensics lab... Rose populates her novel with vivid characters – like Steven’s seven-year-old son Nicky, who was a character in Rose’s previous novel [DON’T TELL] – and stokes the tension to a fever pitch, throwing in shocking twists each time the story threatens to settle into predictability.”
- PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY

“Terrifying and gripping are two words that accurately describe this new thriller from rising star Rose. The relationships and emotions in this book are multi-faceted, convoluted and, at times, scary. Everyone has a past – and leaving it behind is not always easy.”
- Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★1/2

“The romance in HAVE YOU SEEN HER? is good, but the suspense is absolutely astounding. The red herring Ms. Rose uses kept me glued to the pages as the tension builds to the surprising conclusion.”
- RENDEZVOUS

“An exceptional thriller... Absolutely wonderful! One of the best romantic suspense stories out so far this year. Rose takes you on a taut psychological journey.”
- MizSavannah

“HAVE YOU SEEN HER? is a thriller from page one ... A riveting page-turner that melds the genres of suspense and romance in a way that will keep those who like either genre happy.”
- Brenda Edde, ROMANCE JUNKIES

“Readers were fascinated by Steven Thatcher when he appeared in DON’T TELL – he was clearly hero material – and in this book he comes into his own and proves himself heroic indeed, in many ways. A diverse cast of secondary characters ... add depth and texture to this well-wrought tale. For a gripping novel of romantic suspense, I highly recommend HAVE YOU SEEN HER? Not only will the suspense have you on the edge of your seat, but the characters’ emotional dilemmas will tug your heartstrings.”
- Susan Lantz, ROMANCE REVIEWS TODAY

“This is a riveting blend of great plotting, fine characterizations and sizzling romance, all of which create the perfect recipe for an edge-of-your-seat suspense.”
- BOOKLOONS – “3-books-out-of-3”
“A fast paced, three-dimensional story ... A must read.”
- READER TO READER REVIEWS

DON’T TELL

“First-time author Rose handles her subject matter well. She informs without preaching and allows her characters to sort through their emotions in a mature manner. As gripping as a cold hand on the back of one’s neck, but tempered by lovable characters and a moving romance, this assured debut bodes well for Rose’s future books.”
- PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY

“DON’T TELL moves at a barrel neck pace and is a riveting story spun by new romantic suspense author Karen Rose.”
- ROMANCE DESIGNS – Ratings Overall: 10; Sensuality: 7; Suspense: 8

“Prepare yourself for a story that pulls you in and does not let go until the last page is turned.”
- Tara Green

“Romantic suspense at its ultimate best. Ms. Rose is a wonderful storyteller, able to breathe life into her pages until you feel as if you’re part of the story. I laughed, I cried, I yelled... and all from the words printed on these pages. If you’ve ever wondered if good can conquer evil, if you’re not sure that the good guys sometimes do win, then this book is for you... I can’t wait to devour everything else she’s ever written... and hopefully will keep writing long into the future.”
- Jennifer Wardrip, ROMANCE JUNKIES

“A gripping and realistic tale of one woman's struggle to overcome the misery of spousal abuse. The brutality revealed in this novel is frighteningly realistic, and you will find yourself cheering for Mary Grace throughout her recovery. Ms. Rose does an excellent job of mixing in romance as a healing agent; her characters are deep and thoughtful. DON’T TELL is a tale of courage and is one book that all women should read.”
- Angela Etheridge, THE ROMANCE READERS CONNECTION – “Author of the Month”

“Karen Rose has done a fantastic job of telling a tale of... courage, patience, determination and ultimate triumph... touchingly narrated... [Caroline] is an inspiration to women everywhere and the author is to be lauded for her courageous portrayal. The powerful message of DON’T TELL distinguishes it and, along with well-developed and realistic characters, makes it a worthwhile and stimulating read.”
- Rashmi Srinivas, BOOKLOONS
“Rose does a masterful job of telling the story and moving it along at a good clip. All the secondary characters played their parts very well... DON'T TELL has an equal sharing of both romance and suspense keeping the reader mesmerized by the tale. It will keep you on the edge of your seat with fear and rooting for the hero and heroine to find the light at the end of the tunnel.”
-Marilyn Heyman, THE ROAD TO ROMANCE

“A well written (psychological) thriller – a definite page-turner that never lets up until the last page... For a chiller that will keep you riveted until the last page, check out DON'T TELL.”
-Angela Camp, ROMANCE REVIEWS TODAY

“Overcoming the paralyzing effect of fear plays a big role in this psychological thriller. Caroline and Max each have scars, but do they have the courage to put their hearts on the line once more? DON'T TELL is chilling and gripping storytelling that grabs you and doesn’t let go.”
-Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★

“Though action packed, the story line is character driven. Macho Rob (the villain) is a sociopath-predator who hides his abuse behind a thin caring veneer. Caroline is not the person he used to batter, having improved herself once she got out from under his oppression. Readers will admire her courage, but feel anguish and dismay at a support system that failed her while hoping that true justice prevails.”
-Harriet Klausner, THE BEST REVIEWS

“Ms. Rose has penned a story that I don’t mind saying scared me more than once. This is truly edge of your seat reading at its finest!”
-SUSPENSE ROMANCE WRITERS Newsletter

“Rose delivers the kind of high-wire suspense that keeps you riveted to the edge of your seat.”
-Lisa Gardner, New York times bestselling author

**HOT PURSUIT**

“All this talent and firepower is a surefire way to generate nonstop action, thrills and romance. These authors are some of the hottest romance suspense writers out there, and it shows.”
-Jill M. Smith, RT BOOK REVIEWS - ★★★★

“Known for her involved plotting and in-depth characterizations, [Rose] doesn’t disappoint, even though the story is only novella length.”
-BOOKLOONS